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By Anthony Barnum

C

ontinuing our yearly evaluation of many of the flagship
hunting bows found in the
archery marketplace, this is the first
of two installments of ArrowTrade's
2011 Compound Hunting Bow
Evaluation. As in the past, the focus
of this event is hunting style compound bows that highlight the cutting edge of those products currently available in the archery marketplace. The main goal is to provide
those archers who enjoy hunting
with appropriate objective information, as well as some subjective
commentary, for aiding in the purchasing process. That being said,
this evaluation is by no means allinclusive or conclusive; each archer
should assess what is important to
him or her and interpret the results
accordingly. As always, we recomBarnum
mend that anyone who is in the
market for a compound bow shoot
as many different makes / models
as possible to determine what best
suits their individual needs and
desires.

gories:

Initial Conditions
and Test Categories
Upon receiving each bow, a thorough examination is conducted
straight out of the box. Notes are
taken documenting any imperfections in the finish and machine
work. The areas of interest for this
inspection are as follows:

Grip
Cable Guard
Riser
Limbs / Pockets
Cams
Strings / Cables
After the inspection is complete,
a Revere Model 9363 load cell and
TotalComp T500E indicator, adapted
for use on a Hooter Shooter, are used
to determine the peak draw weight,
draw length, actual letoff and effective letoff.
Brace height is measured to the
nearest thousandth of an inch with a
set of Mitutoyo Calipers while axleto-axle length is measured with a
calibrated 36 inch steel rule.
Next, a New Archery Products
QuikTune 3000 arrow rest and a brass
nock are installed and each bow is
shot by hand in the "out of box configuration" to baseline the speed of each
bow as provided by the manufacturer.
Again, notes are taken to document
the feel of the grip, the draw cycle, and
the sound & vibration output, as felt
by the shooter, to prevent any bias due
to reviewing the objective test results
later in the test. After this assessment
is made, tuning to Draw Length /
Draw Weight specifications is made as
follows:
Draw length is adjusted with
modules or integral draw-stops (as
applicable). Modification to strings /
cables is only used as a last resort
with permission from the manufacturer so as to minimize impact to
efficiency.
Draw weight is adjusted through
modification of the limb bolts. If the
specified draw weight can't be
Test
t Category
y

Assessment
t

Dynamic Efficiency

Provides an indication of the amount of energy output by a bow relative to the energy
expended through drawing the bow back. An assessment is made with multiple arrow
weights

Speed per inch
of Power Stroke

Provides an indication of the amount of speed output by the bow over the distance
from the valley to the static brace height position. An assessment is made with
multiple arrow weights.

Noise Output

Provides an indication of the noise output characteristics of a bow at the “point blank”
range utilizing a series of shots with multiple arrow weights.

Vibration

Provides an indication of the vibration characteristics of a bow during and after shot
execution utilizing a series of shots with multiple arrow weights.

Figure 1 Draw Length Measurement Guide
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reached by the particular bow (i.e.
draw weight is too low), modification to the string / cable(s) may be
necessary.
Modifications requiring a bow
press are made with a Last Chance
Archery Power press. This press uses
an electric motor and screw-drive
mechanism to apply pressure to the
limb tips of each bow, reducing the
amount of stress put on both the
limbs and riser.
Draw-Force curves are then created to determine the amount of
stored energy for use in dynamic
efficiency calculations, after which
performance testing based on the
test categories begins.
For the performance tests, 300
grain Easton FlatLine 400 arrows,
360 grain Easton Flatline 340 arrows,
420 grain Easton ST Epic N-Fused
400 arrows, and 540 grain Easton
AXIS FMJ 340 arrows are utilized.
These arrow weights equate to 5, 6, 7,
and 9 grains per pound of the 60
pound peak draw weight. All arrow
weights are verified using an Easton
Advanced Grain Scale.
A Hooter Shooter is used throughout the performance testing to minimize human induced errors. The
Easton Professional Chronograph is
used for all speed measurements in
conjunction with the Pro-Chrono
Digital
Chronograph
from
Competition Electronics for confirmation. The Easton Professional
Chronograph was used primarily for
its ability to display speeds down to
the tenth of a foot per second. Both
chronographs consistently provided
speed measurements within 1-2 fps of
one another.

Note: The criteria outlined in this evaluation were deemed to be the important factors to consider for a compound bow.

This evaluation in no way

epresents all areas that are important to archers. Personal experience and preference were used to derive these criteria.

Category

Test Method

Description

T

Cat

Cat

Cat

Cat
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Each bow is evaluated on the
four objective criteria outlined in the
chart at the bottom of the facing
page. Each test is explained in the
charts below. An addition to this
Test Category

1) Create Draw-Force Curve
2) Analyze curve to determine Stored
Energy (see Figure 2 below)
3) Using speed data captured in the
Speed per Inch of Power Stroke
Test, determine dynamic efficiency
for each arrow weight using the
following formula below

KE

where applicable, a decrease in
Noise Output and Total Vibration is
noted in the report.

Dynamic Efficiency
Assessment
Test
t Method
d

Category
y

Dynamic
Efficiency

year's evaluation is the inclusion of
Noise Output / Vibration testing with
6 grain per pound arrows while each
bow is equipped with a 12 inch, 14
ounce B-Stinger Pro Stabilizer;

ArrowWeight Velocity 2
450240

Description
n
The purpose of the compound bow is to transfer the
energy expended in drawing the bow back (Potential
or Stored Energy) into the energy propelling the arrow
downrange (Kinetic Energy). Unfortunately, not all of
the Potential Energy is turned into Kinetic Energy.
There are various reasons for this, but regardless of
the cause you are not getting all the energy out of the
bow that you have put into it. The reason for testing
dynamic efficiency is to determine which bows
perform the best in transferring the energy that is
“stored” into the energy in motion that is released
through the arrow.

Speed per inch of Power Stroke
Category
y

Test
t Method
d

Speed per inch
of Power
Stroke

1) Collect speed data for 4 different arrow weights
a. Setup chronograph at a distance of 36
inches from the throat of the grip of the bow
b. Use Hooter Shooter to shoot 5 arrows for
each weight through the chronograph
c. Note each speed and average for each
weight.
2) Determine power stroke length
a. Measure brace-height and add 1 ¾”
b. Subtract measurement from a. from the Draw
Length of the bow (see Figure 1)
3) Divide speeds from Step 1) by Power Stroke
measurement from Step 2) to determine Speed
per Inch of Power Stroke

Description
n

Test
t Method
d

Noise Output

1) While conducting the Speed per inch of Power
Stroke Test, setup the test microphone 36” in front of
the throat of the grip of the bow at a height of 36”,
with a arrow trajectory offset of 6” (See Figure 3
below)
2) Using National Instruments software, capture Sound
Pressure Level Data for each shot fired.
3) Analyze the data using Matlab software to determine
the sound output in dB, dBA, and dBC
4) After removing the highest and lowest measurement
for each arrow weight, average the remaining values
to determine the overall sound output level.

Blair Sandberg from The
Stabilizer Company provided a 12
inch B-Stinger Pro stabilizer with a
14 ounce weight for use in the noise
output and vibration testing. This
adds an element of realism to the
testing as many folks add accessories
to help dampen vibration and minimize noise output. I feel Blair's
insight and knowledge of stabilization is unparalleled in the industry
and he is a great guy to work with.

Since bows react differently to different
arrow weights, 4 arrows of 5, 6, 7, and 9
grains per pound are used in this
assessment. Because there are so many
varying
configurations
in
today’s
compound bows (e.g. low or high brace
height, reflex / deflex riser geometry), the
amount of speed output by each bow per
the inch of its power stroke is a
reasonable way to compare each bow on
more of an equal playing field.

Noise Output
Category
y

A Word About The Sponsors

Description
n
A great deal of emphasis is placed on
the amount of noise output by
compound bows. Today’s hunting bows
have
different
noise
output
characteristics with varying arrow
weights. Many hunters use heavier
arrows for increased down range kinetic
energy, while others use lighter arrows
for increased speed. Because of these
issues, noise output readings are
measured at point blank range for 4
different arrow weights.

A big thank you goes out to
Easton arrows and, more specifically,
Nate Pilcher. Easton provided all of
the arrows used for this evaluation
and Nate worked hard to provide
combinations of points, inserts,
nocks, and shafts that met my very
specific needs. I was extremely
impressed by the quality and consistency of the Easton arrows and
would recommend them to anyone.

Vibration
Category
y

Noise Output

Test
t Method
d
1) While conducting the Speed per inch of Power
Stroke Test, setup the test accelerometer at a point
on the riser opposite the throat of the grip (See
Figure 4 below)
2) Using National Instruments software, capture
Acceleration Data in 3 dimensions for each shot
fired.
3) Analyze the data using Matlab software to determine
the vibration in the X, Y, and Z directions as well as
the Total Vibration output
4) After removing the highest and lowest measurement
for each arrow weight, average the remaining values
to determine the maximum vibration amplitude.

Description
n
The less vibration output by a bow and
felt by the archer during and after shot
execution, the more enjoyable a bow is
to shoot, especially during long practice
sessions. Our test equipment is highly
sensitive; an archer may not be able to
distinguish between some of the
measured vibration outputs of given
bows. To most accurately reflect the
vibration felt by an archer, the vibration
data is collected on the front of the
bow’s riser opposite the throat of the
grip.

Mallory Swaney of Last Chance
Archery provided the Power Press
Deluxe, which uses an electric motor
mated to a screw drive mechanism to
compress the limb tips of just about
any bow on the market. This has the
effect of minimizing stress on both the
riser and the limbs. This press is very
easy to use and was extremely helpful
in getting the bows fine tuned for the
test.
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James and Barbara McGovern of the evaluation. They are both very
Rinehart targets have supported these easy to work with and their products
evaluations since I started them in are awesome. The new RhinoBlock XL
Test Method
2006 by
providing targets for use Description
in targets were used throughout my testing for 2010. They are a bit larger than
the RhinoBlock and RhinoBrute targets that I used last year, but maintain

the same great durability and ease of
arrow removal.
To see how last year’s bow’s compare with these, see the May and July
2010 issues of ArrowTrade on line at
arrowtrademag.com or (for dial-up) at
arrowtrademagzine.com.

Summary – Round 1
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Bow

Max Speed
(fps)

Average
Speed (fps)

Dynamic
Efficiency (%)

Sound
Output (dBA)

Vibration
Output (g)

Bear Carnage

310.0
0

274.6
6

87.8%
%

85.2
2

128.2
2

Elite Hunter

310.0
305.9
9

274.6
270.9
9

87.8%
82.8%
%

85.2
88.6
6

128.2
223.6
6

Hoyt Carbon
Element

305.9
308.5
5

270.9
274.4
4

82.8%
85.2%
%

88.6
85.2
2

223.6
169.9
9

Mathews Z7
Xtreme

308.5
310.1
1

274.4
275.8
8

85.2%
86.6%
%

85.2
82.6
6

169.9
175.8
8

Mission Venture

310.1
312.3
3

275.8
278.0
0

86.6%
85.0%
%

82.6
84.0
0

175.8
193.9
9

Strother SX-1

312.3
317.3
3

278.0
281.5
5

85.0%
85.2%
%

84.0
85.3
3

193.9
217.5
5

317.3

281.5

85.2%

85.3

217.5
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Elite Hunter
Introduction:

ow
st

For 2011, Elite Archery built upon the success of their Z28 model to
offer the Hunter, which is their flagship model for 2011. While
maintaining the characteristic smooth draw that the Z28 had to offer, the
Hunter provides additional speed in a more compact hunting platform.
With an axle-to-axle length of approximately 31-3/4 inches, the Hunter
is equally functional in a treestand or a ground blind. The new ESX
slaved dual cam system maintains the modular draw length adjustment
that Elite debuted in 2010, and is paired up with Barnesdale laminated
solid limbs to provide advertised IBO speeds up to 323 feet per second.
The rock solid back wall that has been found on the majority of Elite’s
past offerings is also integrated into the Hunter through the use of dual
adjustable draw stops, which allows the archer to fine-tune draw length
to their liking. Another notable change to the Hunter is the new riser
shelf – in years past, all surfaces of Elite bows have been smoothly
contoured and the shelf was no exception; instead, the Hunter has a flat
shelf, which should help to accommodate just about any drop-away
arrow rest you could throw at it, while providing a lipped edge to help
prevent the arrow from sliding off. Finally, the riser and eccentrics
feature many cutouts, which help to reduce the overall mass weight.

Elite Hunter

Contact Info: Elite Archery
www.elitearchery.com
MSRP:
Cams:
Limbs:
Grip:
Let-off:
String:
Damping:
Finish:

$869
Draw Length:
ESX Cam
Draw Weight:
Laminated Solid Limb
Brace Height:
Laminate two piece
Axle to Axle:
80%+*
Mass Weight:
BCY 452X
E Suppressor
Realtree AP, Max-1, Snow, AT Edition, Ninja

25”-30” *
40-80*
7 ½” *
31 ¾*
4.1 ^
*Advertised
^Measured

Performance at a Glance (60.1 lbs, 29 3/16”):
Arrow
Speed
K.E.
Momentum
300
360
420
540

Grains
Grains
Grains
Grains

305.9
281.7
262.3
233.6

Arrow (Grains):
300
Dynamic Efficiency:
80.8%
Speed Per Inch of PS: 15.4
Noise Output (dBA):
90.4
Total Vibration (G):
250.2

62.3
63.4
64.2
65.4

13.1
14.5
15.7
18.0

360

420

540

82.3%

83.2%

84.9%

The Hunter sample that was provided for this evaluation was measured
to have a brace height of 7.512 inches, while the axle-to-axle length was
14.1
13.2
11.7
measured to be 31-13/16 inches. The requested 29 inch, 60 pound
89.2
88.0
86.7
model was measured straight out of the box to have a 29-3/16 inch draw
216.6
214.7
213.0
length and peak draw-weight of 60.6 pounds. When shot by hand with a
300 grain arrow, the Hunter achieved an average speed of 309.9 fps in
the out of box configuration with only a brass nock added to the string. Per request from Elite, a slight adjustment was made to both the limb
bolts to bring the Hunter into specification.

Subjective
e Test
t Results::
Fit
t & Finish:
A thorough examination of the fit and finish of the Hunter yielded excellent results. In fact, the only
place where I could find any imperfections was on the interior portions of the eccentrics and modules
where some minor machining marks were evident. Otherwise, the RealTree AP camouflage finish
provided excellent coverage throughout, while the limbs and limb pockets appeared to have very tight
tolerances as the limbs fit tightly into the pockets with no discernable gaps.

Grip:
The grip on the Hunter is the same two-piece laminated side-plate grip that has been used on Elite
bows for the past several years. Like the remainder of the bow, the grip is contoured throughout with
no sharp edges and fits well in the hand. My attempts to intentionally induce torque at full draw were
met with a high level of resistance with the Hunter readily settling back to the appropriate position.

Draw
w Cycle:
The Hunter’s ESX cam system is quite smooth throughout the draw cycle. The bow ramps up
smoothly to peak weight early in the draw cycle which is then maintained for a substantial distance.
The draw then transitions smoothly and gradually into a deep valley with an extremely solid wall,
which is due to dual draw stops that make contact with the limbs. Overall, the ESX cam system
exhibits better efficiency than was found in Elite’s previous offerings and stores 3.87 ft-lbs. of energy
for each inch that you draw it back.

Sound
d & Vibration:
At the shot, the Hunter exhibits very little jump or “shock.” The top of the bow does tend to tip back
a bit after the shot and the riser wants to rotate counter-clockwise (if viewed from the top) ever so
slightly. An appropriately weighted stabilize should help minimize this movement. I was hardpressed to feel any residual vibration at all, so if there is any it is rather minimal.

Content © Anthony Barnum. All rights reserved.
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Elite Hunter
Objective
e Test
t Results:
Elite Hunter Draw Cycle Efficiency
90
Draw-Force Curve
Letdown-Force Curve
Peak Draw Force = 60.1 pounds
Peak Letdown Force = 56.8 pounds
Actual Letoff = 71.2%
Effective Letoff = 76.9%

Speed
d / Performance
e Measurements::

Speed per inch of Power Stroke:
Dynamic Efficiency: 82.8%
Draw Cycle Efficiency: 94.2%

13.6

80
70 Draw Cycle Efficiency = 94.2%
60
Draw Force (lbs)

Speed measurements are made with four different arrow
weights to determine the average speed of the bow per inch of
Power Stroke. Draw Cycle Efficiency is calculated using the
stored energy and the let-down energy captured in the ForceDraw curve. The stored energy is used further to determine the
average dynamic efficiency of the bow.

50
40
30

Stored Energy = 77.1 lb-ft.

Letdown Energy = 72.5 lb-ft.

20
10
0

0

5

10

15

20
25
Draw Distance (inches)

30

35

40

Vibration
n Measurements::
Vibration measurements are made with four different arrow weights to
determine the average vibration in three dimensions as well as the total
average vibration.
Positive X-Vibration:
Negative X-Vibration:

101.7 g
-113.3 g

Positive Y-Vibration:
Negative Y-Vibration:

210.3 g
-199.6 g

Positive Z-Vibration:
Negative Z-Vibration:

126.4 g
-94.2 g

Total Vibration:

223.6 ga

The addition of a 12 inch B-Stinger Pro Stabilizer with a 14 ounce weight
yielded a significant reduction of peak total vibration when measured
with a 360 grain arrow.

B-Stinger Reduction: 2.6%a

Sound
d Measurements::
Sound measurements were made with four different arrow weights to
determine the average sound output, the average A-Weighted sound
output (mimicking the human ear) and the average C-Weighted sound
output.
Unweighted Sound Output:
A-Weighted Sound Output:
C-Weighted Sound Output:

105.5 dB
88.6 dBA
97.5 dBC

The addition of the 12 inch B-Stinger Pro Stabilizer with a 14 ounce
weight yielded a reduction of peak A-weighted sound Output when
measured with a 360 grain arrow.

B-Stinger Reduction: 0.9%a
Content © Anthony Barnum. All rights reserved.
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Bear Carnage
Introduction:
Introducing their new “Perfect Killer”, Bear Archery Products offers the
Carnage as its flagship model for 2011. Featuring the new Bear
Skeleton Cam system, the Carnage is billed as Bear’s fastest, smoothest
and most efficient bow yet. To make these claims, the Skeleton Cam is
machined out of high-grade 7075 aluminum, which provides a higher
strength to weight ratio allowing Bear’s engineers to minimize overall
mass weight of the eccentric system. The reduced weight, combined
with optimally placed perimeter weight and dual sealed ball bearing,
helps to reduce rotational inertia and, in turn, delivers more energy to
the arrow. Offering modular adjustability in 1/2” increments, the
Skeleton Cams system works in concert with the new 4x4 Roller Guard;
this new assembly harnesses the string and cable between four rollers
that incorporate eight sealed ball-bearings to further reduce energy loss
due to friction. These new features are paired with some of Bear’s
proven technologies, such Max Pre-Load Quad Limbs and Dual Arc
String Suppressors, providing minimal felt vibration and excellent string
dampening.
The Carnage sample that was provided for this evaluation was measured
to have a brace-height of 7.115 inches, while the axle-to-axle length was
measured to be 31-15/16 inches. The requested 29 inch, 60 pound model
was measured straight out of the box to have a 29-1/8 inch draw length
and peak draw-weight of 60.9 pounds. When shot by hand with a 300
grain arrow, the Carnage achieved an average speed of 315.8 fps in the
out of box configuration with only a brass nock added to the string. Per
request from Bear, a slight adjustment to the limb bolts was made to
bring the Carnage into specification.

Bear Carnage
Contact Info: Bear Archery Products
www.beararcheryproducts.com
MSRP:
Cams:
Limbs:
Grip:
Let-off:
String:
Damping:
Finish:

$849.99
Draw Length:
Bear Skeleton Cam
Draw Weight:
Max Pre-Load Quad
Brace Height:
One-Piece Slim Synthetic Axle to Axle:
80%*
Mass Weight:
Pre-Stretched Contra-Band HP
Dual Arc Offset String Suppressor
Realtree APG HD™, Shadow Series

*Advertised

^Measured

Performance at a Glance (60.1 lbs, 29 1/8”):
Arrow
Speed
K.E.
Momentum
300
360
420
540

Grains
Grains
Grains
Grains

310.0
285.8
266.0
236.7

Arrow (Grains):
300
Dynamic Efficiency:
85.7%
Speed Per Inch of PS: 15.3
Noise Output (dBA):
88.6
Total Vibration (G):
149.0

Subjective
e Test
t Results::
Fit
t & Finish:
The Fit and Finish on the Carnage sample provided for this evaluation was good overall. Only minor
imperfections were noted in the film dip finish on the lower suppressor arm and in the recessed area
just above the riser shelf. Several small areas void of film dip finish were noted throughout the riser
and limb pockets and one small “bubble” was felt in the upper limb. These imperfections were rather
small, though, and took a thorough investigation to find. The anodized finish on the cam and idler
wheel was found to be excellent and no machining marks were noticed.

Grip:
Bear provides a synthetic one-piece grip on the Carnage. This grip is comfortable with well-rounded
edges and seems to fit my hand nicely. It offered consistent hand placement each time I drew the
bow by hand, but seemed rather susceptible to torque when I applied it. The Carnage settled back
nicely to a consistent position after each of the attempts to induce torque, though.

Draw
w Cycle:
The new Skeleton cam system stacks smoothly but quickly and provides a consistently smooth draw
until just before the drop into the valley. At that point, there is a little more “give” and the string
drops quickly into let-off; this drop is certainly manageable and ends in a lengthy valley with a solid
back wall. On average, the Carnage stores 3.69 ft-lbs. of energy for each inch that you draw it back.

Sound
d & Vibration:
At the shot, the bottom of the Carnage wants to kick forward ever so slightly, and a very low
amplitude vibration is felt immediately after (although there is very little jump or shock felt). From a
shooter’s perspective the sound output seemed to be well below average. With its minimal shock /
vibration and good balance, the Carnage was a joy to shoot.

Content © Anthony Barnum. All rights reserved.
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25 ½-30 ½”
50-70*
7 ¼” *
32” *
4.5 ^

64.0
65.3
66.0
67.2

13.3
14.7
16.0
18.3

360

420

540

87.4%

88.3%

89.9%

14.1

13.1

11.7

86.0

83.2

82.9

141.6

128.6

93.5
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Bear Carnage
Objective
e Test
t Results:
Bear Carnage Draw Cycle Efficiency
90
Draw-Force Curve
Letdown-Force Curve
Peak Draw Force = 60.1 pounds
Peak Letdown Force = 58.2 pounds
Actual Letoff = 79%
Effective Letoff = 80.9%

Speed
d / Performance
e Measurements::

Speed per inch of Power Stroke:
Dynamic Efficiency: 87.8%
Draw Cycle Efficiency: 97.6%

13.6

80
70 Draw Cycle Efficiency = 97.6%
60
Draw Force (lbs)

Speed measurements are made with four different arrow
weights to determine the average speed of the bow per inch of
Power Stroke. Draw Cycle Efficiency is calculated using the
stored energy and the let-down energy captured in the ForceDraw curve. The stored energy is used further to determine the
average dynamic efficiency of the bow.

50
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Letdown Energy = 73.0 lb-ft.

Stored Energy = 74.7 lb-ft.
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Vibration
n Measurements::
Vibration measurements are made with four different arrow weights to
determine the average vibration in three dimensions as well as the total
average vibration.
Positive X-Vibration:
Negative X-Vibration:

57.8 g
-53.0 g

Positive Y-Vibration:
Negative Y-Vibration:

115.9 g
-108.7 g

Positive Z-Vibration:
Negative Z-Vibration:

74.9 g
-62.2g

Total Vibration:

128.2 ga

The addition of a 12 inch B-Stinger Pro Stabilizer with a 14 ounce weight
yielded a significant reduction of peak total vibration when measured
with a 360 grain arrow.

B-Stinger Reduction: 2.1%a

Sound
d Measurements::
Sound measurements were made with four different arrow weights to
determine the average sound output, the average A-Weighted sound
output (mimicking the human ear) and the average C-Weighted sound
output.
Unweighted Sound Output:
A-Weighted Sound Output:
C-Weighted Sound Output:

102.8 dB
85.2 dBA
94.0 dBC

Content © Anthony Barnum. All rights reserved.
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Mathews Z7 Xtreme
Introduction:
For 2011, Mathews refines their popular Z-Series platform to offer the
Z7 Xtreme as their flagship model. Building off the success of the Z7,
which was introduced in 2010 and is billed as Mathews’ best selling
bow ever, the Z7 Xtreme is built on a compact platform that is at home
in a tree, on the ground or even stalking through rough terrain. With its
long Grid Lock Technology riser and past parallel SE5 Composite
SlimLimb design, the Z7 Xtreme shoots like a much longer bow than its
advertised 28 inch axle-to-axle length would suggest. Even with this
diminutive stature, it is remarkably stable at full draw. Equipped with
the new ZX Cam and a larger brace height, the Z7 Xtreme is just as
smooth as the Z7 yet provides increased efficiency that results in nearly
identical advertised IBO speeds. The Reverse Assist Roller Guard is
utilized on the Z7 Xtreme, which also helps to provide a smooth feel to
the draw cycle. The unique design of this assembly places the cables
behind the rollers; as the bow is drawn, the cables move closer to the
archer minimizing contact with the Roller Guard assembly which, in
turn, reduces speed robbing friction. The Z7 Xtreme comes standard
with a Lost Camo finish with red accents, but an upgraded Tactical
version with Carbon Fiber film-dipped limbs, Focus Grip and gray
accents can be had for a slight up charge.

Mathews Z7 Xtreme

Contact Info: Mathews Inc.
www.mathewsinc.com
MSRP:
Cams:
Limbs:
Grip:
Let-off:
String:
Damping:
Finish:

$899
Draw Length:
ZX Cam™ & QCA
Draw Weight:
SE5 Composite Limb
Brace Height:
SlimFit™ Inline Grip
Axle to Axle:
80% *
Mass Weight:
Zebra© Barracuda™ Bowstring
Harmonic Stabilizer, Monkey Tails, Dead End
Black, Lost Camo, Tactical

24”-30” *
40-70, 65*
7 3/8” *
28” *
4.6 lbs.^
*Advertised

String Stop
^Measured

Performance at a Glance (60.1 lbs, 29 1/4”):
Arrow
Speed
K.E.
Momentum
300
360
420
540

Grains
Grains
Grains
Grains

310.2
287.3
267.6
238.0

Arrow (Grains):
300
Dynamic Efficiency:
83.9%
Speed Per Inch of PS: 15.3
Noise Output (dBA):
87.1
Total Vibration (G):
224.6

64.1
66.0
66.8
67.9

13.3
14.8
16.1
18.4

360

420

540

86.4%

87.4%

88.9%

The Z7 Xtreme sample that was provided for this evaluation was
14.2
13.2
11.7
measured to have a brace-height of 7.235 inches, while the axle-to-axle
83.6
80.8
79.0
length was measured to be 28-1/16 inches. The requested 29 inch, 60
177.8
158.0
142.8
pound model was measured straight out of the box to have a 29-1/4 inch
draw length and peak draw-weight of 60.5 pounds. When shot by hand
with a 300 grain arrow, the Z7 Xtreme achieved an average speed of 315.7 fps in the out of box configuration with only a brass nock added to
the string. Per request from Mathews, a slight adjustment to the limb bolts was made to bring the Z7 Xtreme down to within the peak drawweight specifications of 60.1 pounds.

Subjective
e Test
t Results::
Fit
t & Finish:
As is the norm for Mathews bows, the fit and finish on the Z7 Xtreme sample provided for this
evaluation was very good. The only imperfections I was able to find in the film-dip finish were on
the front of the riser just below the shelf, but they were barely noticeable. Some minor machining
marks were noticed on the interior portions of the eccentric as well as on the Reverse Assist rollerguard, but the finish on these pieces was excellent. The Z7 Xtreme exhibited tight tolerances
throughout.

Grip:
Mathews provides the SlimFit Inline grip standard on the Z7 Xtreme, with the option of an upgrade
to their Focus grip. The SlimFit grip maintains the same look and feel as previous model years and
offers consistent hand placement. I was able to torque the bow relatively easily, but the Z7 Xtreme
settled back into a consistent spot each time. The contours of the SlimFit grip fit nicely in my hand
and the red wood inlay affords a useful centerline indicator while matching the rest of the trim of the
bow very nicely.

Draw
w Cycle:
As mentioned previously, the design of the ZX Cam and the Reverse Assist Roller Guard help to
provide a smooth, friction free draw cycle. The bow stacks relatively quickly to peak draw weight
early in the cycle with only a slight hesitation before dropping into a nice valley. The wall is quite
solid as well, with only a little bit of give. On average, the Z7 Xtreme stores 3.77 ft-lbs. of energy
for each inch that you draw it back.

Sound
d & Vibration:
At the shot, there is very little jump, shock or residual vibration. The bow did want to move forward
ever so slightly at the shot, but this movement was minimal. I was quite impressed by the sound
output, or the lack thereof, from the Z7 Xtreme. The Monkey Tails, String Suppressors, String
Grubs, Dead End String Stop and Harmonic Stabilizer/Dampers combine to provide a very quiet and
shock free shot.
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Mathews Z7 Xtreme
Objective
e Test
t Results:
Speed
d / Performance
e Measurements::
Speed measurements are made with four different arrow
weights to determine the average speed of the bow per inch of
Power Stroke. Draw Cycle Efficiency is calculated using the
stored energy and the let-down energy captured in the ForceDraw curve. The stored energy is used further to determine the
average dynamic efficiency of the bow.
Speed per inch of Power Stroke:
Dynamic Efficiency: 86.6%
Draw Cycle Efficiency: 97.4%

13.6

Vibration
n Measurements::
Vibration measurements are made with four different arrow weights to
determine the average vibration in three dimensions as well as the total
average vibration.
Positive X-Vibration:
Negative X-Vibration:

73.7 g
-79.1 g

Positive Y-Vibration:
Negative Y-Vibration:

139.2 g
-163.5 g

Positive Z-Vibration:
Negative Z-Vibration:

71.0 g
-81.7 g

Total Vibration:

175.8 ga

Sound
d Measurements::
Sound measurements were made with four different arrow weights to
determine the average sound output, the average A-Weighted sound
output (mimicking the human ear) and the average C-Weighted sound
output.
Unweighted Sound Output:
A-Weighted Sound Output:
C-Weighted Sound Output:

101.5 dB
82.6 dBA
92.3 dBC
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Hoyt Carbon Element
Introduction:
For 2011, Hoyt’s engineers have incorporated their Carbon
Technology riser platform in their flagship bow, the Carbon Element.
The Carbon Element is built using three hollow carbon fiber tubes that
are strategically shaped to provide the necessary rigidity, stability and
dependability that Hoyt has built their reputation on. With a compact 32
inch axle-to-axle frame and advertised mass weight of only 3.6 pounds,
the Carbon Element is constructed with the hunter in mind. Its
maneuverability and light weight make it an excellent choice for
packing in on long hikes or for lengthy sits in a ground blind or
treestand. The power plant behind the Carbon Element is Hoyt’s new
smooth drawing Fuel Cam & 1/2 system, which is mated with laminated
XTS Pro ARC Split Limbs to store energy throughout the draw cycle.
Some additional innovations include the Perfect Balance Stabilization
System, which incorporates an offset stabilizer bushing to counteract
imbalances introduced by attaching accessories to the bow, and Silent
Shelf Technology, which totally isolates the arrow and rest from the
riser preventing any unwanted noise from an errant arrow or contact
from a drop-away arrow rest. In addition, Hoyt incorporates many
familiar components on the Carbon Element, including the Total
Engineering Concept (TEC) riser, Inline Roller Guard, Pro Lock limb
pockets, StealthShot string suppressor, and Shox damping accessories.

Hoyt Carbon Element

Contact Info: Hoyt Archery
www.hoyt.com
MSRP:
Cams:
Limbs:
Grip:
Let-off:
String:
Damping:
Finish:

$1299
Draw Length:
Fuel Cam & ½
Draw Weight:
XTS Pro ARC Split Limb Brace Height:
180 Pro-fit Custom grip Axle to Axle:
75%*
Mass Weight:
Fuse
String Shox, Alpha Shox, StealthShot®
APG® HD, Max-1, BlackOut, Half and Half

24 ½”-30” *
40-80*
7” *
32” *
3.6 *
*Advertised
^Measured

Performance at a Glance (60.1 lbs, 29 ¼”):
Arrow
Speed
K.E.
Momentum
300
360
420
540

Grains
Grains
Grains
Grains

308.9
285.6
266.3
237.0

Arrow (Grains):
300
Dynamic Efficiency:
82.4%
Speed Per Inch of PS: 15.3
Noise Output (dBA):
88.3
Total Vibration (G):
197.4

63.4
65.2
66.1
67.3

13.2
14.7
16.0
18.3

360

420

540

84.8%

86.0%

87.5%

14.1

13.2

11.7

The Carbon Element sample that was provided for this evaluation was
85.0
83.9
83.4
measured to have a brace-height of 7.295 inches, while the axle-to-axle
165.2
159.9
157.1
length was measured to be 31-5/8 inches. The requested 29 inch, 60
pound model was measured straight out of the box to have a 29-1/4 inch
draw length and peak draw weight of 60.1 pounds. Note: It is very rare for me to test a bow that does not require some form of adjustment to
bring it into the test specifications and I was pleasantly surprised that the Carbon Element didn’t require any adjustment. When shot by hand
with a 300 grain arrow, the Carbon Element achieved an average speed of 312.3 fps in the out of box configuration with only a brass nock
added to the string.

Subjective
e Test
t Results::
Fit
t & Finish:
The fit and finish on the Carbon Element sample provided for this evaluation was excellent – I was
not able to find any noticeable imperfections or machining marks. The black anodized finish on the
Pro Lock limb pockets, In-Line Roller Guard, attachment point assemblies and eccentrics was
excellent while the black finish on the carbon riser was without blemish. Overall, the fit and finish on
the Carbon Element was quite good.

Grip:
Hoyt’s 180 Pro-Fit synthetic grip, introduced in 2010, comes standard on the Carbon Element. With
its black color and red accents, this grip matches the rest of the bow quite well; its contours fit very
nicely in my hand (in fact, it is yet again one of my favorites) and offers excellent insulation qualities.
The grip is smooth and comfortable and my attempts to intentionally torque the bow at full draw were
met with a high amount of resistance.

Draw
w Cycle:
The draw cycle on the Carbon Element is quite smooth but there is a slight increase in draw weight
just before transitioning into the valley that makes the drop into let-off seem a bit abrupt. The draw
stop peg on the Fuel Cam & 1/2 system is broader than in years past, making the back wall quite
solid with only minimal give. The valley is quite substantial, as well. On average, the Carbon
Element stores 3.80 ft-lbs. of energy for each inch that you draw it back.

Sound
d & Vibration:
At the shot, there is very little jump, shock or residual vibration. The top of the bow does want to
rotate back toward the archer ever so slightly, but a lightweight stabilizer should balance this
movement out rather nicely. The sound output from the Carbon Element seemed to be quieter than
average from the shooter’s perspective.
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Hoyt Carbon Element
Objective
e Test
t Results:
Speed
d / Performance
e Measurements::
Speed measurements are made with four different arrow
weights to determine the average speed of the bow per inch of
Power Stroke. Draw Cycle Efficiency is calculated using the
stored energy and the let-down energy captured in the ForceDraw curve. The stored energy is used further to determine the
average dynamic efficiency of the bow.
Speed per inch of Power Stroke:
Dynamic Efficiency: 85.2%
Draw Cycle Efficiency: 96.1%

13.6

Vibration
n Measurements::
Vibration measurements are made with four different arrow weights to
determine the average vibration in three dimensions as well as the total
average vibration.
Positive X-Vibration:
Negative X-Vibration:

61.9 g
-84.1 g

Positive Y-Vibration:
Negative Y-Vibration:

124.9 g
-162.8 g

Positive Z-Vibration:
Negative Z-Vibration:

66.9 g
-67.7 g

Total Vibration:

169.9 ga

Sound
d Measurements::
Sound measurements were made with four different arrow weights to
determine the average sound output, the average A-Weighted sound
output (mimicking the human ear) and the average C-Weighted sound
output.
Unweighted Sound Output:
A-Weighted Sound Output:
C-Weighted Sound Output:

103.8 dB
85.2 dBA
95.2 dBC

The addition of the 12 inch B-Stinger Pro Stabilizer with a 14 ounce
weight yielded a reduction of peak A-weighted sound Output when
measured with a 360 grain arrow.

B-Stinger Reduction: 0.6%a
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Mission Venture
Introduction:
Loaded with features comparable to many of the "premiere" bows in the
marketplace, the budget minded Venture is Mission Archery’s flagship
offering for 2011. Even though it has an MSRP of $499, the Venture
includes the dual string suppressors and Dead End string stop that are
found on its up-scale cousins in the Mathews lineup. The Voyager
Single cam system employed on the Venture is also paired with the
quick-change axle that was introduced in the Mathews lineup several
years ago, making draw length changes of the draw-length specific cams
a breeze. Other proven technologies include a roller-guard assembly
and String Grubs, which help to make the bow both more efficient and
quieter. At a diminutive 30-¼ inch axle-to-axle length, the Venture is
compact enough for hunting in a blind or treestand and can easily be
packed long distances while in pursuit of your quarry. Even with this
stature, the Venture holds quite steady at full draw. The new Lost Camo
AT camoflauge finish found on the Venture is quite visually appealing
and is designed to blend in to a variety of surroundings (hence the “All
Terrain” moniker). All of these features are combined in a smooth and
powerful shooting package.

Mission Venture
Contact Info: Mission Archery
www.MissionArchery.com
MSRP:
Cams:
Limbs:
Grip:
Let-off:
String:
Damping:
Finish:

$499
Draw Length:
Voyager Single cam
Draw Weight:
Solid Limb
Brace Height:
Composite one piece
Axle to Axle:
80%*
Mass Weight:
Zebra Hybrid
String Suppressors™, Dead End™
Lost Camo® AT

*Advertised
^Measured

Performance at a Glance (60.1 lbs, 29 1/4”):
Arrow
Speed
K.E.
Momentum
300
360
420
540

Grains
Grains
Grains
Grains

312.3
289.2
270.0
240.3

Arrow (Grains):
300
The Venture sample that was provided for this evaluation was measured
Dynamic
Efficiency:
82.1%
to have a brace-height of 7.225 inches, while the axle-to-axle length was
measured to be 30-1/8 inches. The requested 29 inch, 60 pound model
Speed Per Inch of PS: 15.4
was measured straight out of the box to have a 29-1/4 inch draw length
Noise Output (dBA):
88.8
and peak draw weight of 60.5 pounds. Per request from Mission, the
Total Vibration (G):
268.7
limb bolts were adjusted to bring the Venture into peak draw weight
specifications. When shot by hand with a 300 grain arrow, the Venture
achieved an average speed of 320.9 fps in the out of box configuration with only a brass nock added to the string.
.

Subjective
e Test
t Results::
Fit
t & Finish:
The fit and finish on the Venture sample provided for this evaluation was quite good, and much better
than the Mission Maniac I evaluated in 2010. The new Lost Camo AT pattern found on the Venture’s
riser and limbs is quite visually appealing and only one minor blemish was noted. The machined
components exhibited excellent quality; no machining marks were noted and only one “nick” in the
finish of the string suppressor assembly was found. There were no noticeable blemishes on the
synthetic pivoting limb pockets and the strings/cable exhibited no fraying or serving separation, as
well. Overall, the Venture has a high quality fit and finish.

Grip:
The standard handle on the Venture is a one piece synthetic grip. There is some texture in the
synthetic material that helps to keep the bow from slipping in your hands and affords comfortable,
repeatable hand placement. Each time I drew the bow back, my hand placement was consistent and
my attempts to intentionally torque the bow met moderate resistance. The Venture also seemed to
balance quite well at full-draw.

Draw
w Cycle:
The draw cycle on the Venture stacks quickly, transitioning smoothly into the holding phase of the
draw cycle. After staying at or near peak draw weight for about one-third of the cycle, the Venture
transitions into a substantial valley with only a minor hump before reaching full letoff. The wall on
the Voyager Single Cam is good, with only a small amount of give. On average, the Venture stores
3.9 ft-lbs. of energy for each inch that you draw it back.

Sound
d & Vibration:
When shooting this bow by hand, I noticed that the bottom of the bow wanted to kick forward just a
bit; a lightweight stabilizer should help counteract this movement. In addition, there is very little felt
vibration or kick at the shot; no noticeable residual vibration after the shot, either. If you would like
to even further reduce felt vibration, the Venture is machined to fit the Mathews Harmonic Stabilizer
which is sold as an aftermarket accessory. Even without this, the Venture is quite tame at the shot.
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26”-31 ½” *
35- 70*
7 1/8” *
30 ¼” *
4.2 ^

65.0
66.8
68.0
69.2

13.4
14.9
16.2
18.5

360

420

540

84.5%

85.9%

87.5%

14.3

13.3

11.9

84.8

81.3

81.0

175.8

170.2

161.1
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Mission Venture
Objective
e Test
t Results:
Speed
d / Performance
e Measurements::
Speed measurements are made with four different arrow
weights to determine the average speed of the bow per inch of
Power Stroke. Draw Cycle Efficiency is calculated using the
stored energy and the let-down energy captured in the ForceDraw curve. The stored energy is further used to determine the
average dynamic efficiency of the bow.
Speed per inch of Power Stroke:
Dynamic Efficiency: 85.0%
Draw Cycle Efficiency: 95.9%

13.7

Vibration
n Measurements::
Vibration measurements are made with four different arrow weights to
determine the average vibration in three dimensions as well as the total
average vibration.
Positive X-Vibration:
Negative X-Vibration:

74.1 g
-78.8 g

Positive Y-Vibration:
Negative Y-Vibration:

179.1 g
-176.5 g

Positive Z-Vibration:
Negative Z-Vibration:

86.4 g
-120.3g

Total Vibration:

193.9 ga

Sound
d Measurements::
Sound measurements were made with four different arrow weights to
determine the average sound output, the average A-Weighted sound
output (mimicking the human ear) and the average C-Weighted sound
output.
Unweighted Sound Output:
A-Weighted Sound Output:
C-Weighted Sound Output:

102.7 dB
84.0 dBA
93.6 dBC
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Strother SX-1
Introduction:
Even though they are only in their second year of production, Strother
Archery has positioned itself well to make an impact in the bow
marketplace. As a newcomer to my yearly evaluations, I wasn’t quite
sure what to expect from their products but the SX-1, their Flagship
offering for 2011, does not fail to impress. Built on the new slaved dual
cam system called the Hyper-S cam, the SX-1 is billed as Strother’s
most efficient bow yet. Paired with PLT Split Limbs, the SX-1 offers
modular draw length adjustments and the ability to fine tune draw length
and valley settings through the use of an adjustable draw stop. In
addition, there are 11 timing marks machined into the eccentrics which
indicate proper timing at full draw for the various module settings,
making it easier on a bow technician who is trying to ensure proper
setup. To help reduce overall felt vibration, the SX-1 incorporates a
string suppressor, which is installed opposite the stabilizer bushing. To
further reduce oscillation of the Cracker’s strings and cables from
Carter’s Archery, No-Glove oscillation reducers are installed. Many
archers who are active in the online archery community will recognize
Cracker’s strings and cables as being of the highest quality; this level of
quality is also reflected in the fit and finish of the SX-1 as I was unable
to find any real imperfections. The Predator Brown Deception Camo
finish is quite crisp and detailed while the anodized components
exhibited no blemishes. The combination of the unique camo pattern
and black accents makes the SX-1 quite aesthetically pleasing. Overall,
the quality and craftsmanship exhibited in this SX-1 is exceptional.

Strother SX-1

Contact Info: Strother Archery
www.strotherarchery.com
MSRP:
Cams:
Limbs:
Grip:
Let-off:
String:
Damping:
Finish:

$839
Draw Length:
Hyper-S
Draw Weight:
PLT Split Limb
Brace Height:
Torqueless 2-piece
Axle to Axle:
80%*
Mass Weight:
Crackers string & cables
No-Glove Oscillation Reducer
Predator Brown Deception, Black Death

26”-30” *
50-80*
6 ½” *
34 1/16” *
4.4 ^
*Advertised
^Measured

Performance at a Glance (60.1 lbs, 29 1/8”):
Arrow
Speed
K.E.
Momentum
300
360
420
540

Grains
Grains
Grains
Grains

317.3
292.8
272.9
242.8

Arrow (Grains):
300
Dynamic Efficiency:
82.9%
Speed Per Inch of PS: 15.3
Noise Output (dBA):
89.1
Total Vibration (G):
236.2

67.0
68.5
69.5
70.7

13.6
15.1
16.4
18.7

360

420

540

84.7%

85.9%

87.3%

14.1

13.1

11.7

85.2

83.6

83.4

231.8

221.8

180.1

The SX-1 sample that was provided for this evaluation was measured to
have a brace-height of 6.615 inches, while the axle-to-axle length was measured to be 34-1/8 inches. The requested 29 inch, 60 pound model
was measured straight out of the box to have a 29-1/8 inch draw length and peak draw-weight of 60.7 pounds. When shot by hand with a 300
grain arrow, the SX-1 achieved an average speed of 322.9 fps in the out of box configuration with only a brass nock added to the string. Per
request from Strother, the limb bolts were adjusted to bring the draw weight into specification.

Subjective
e Test
t Results::
Fit
t & Finish:
The fit and finish on the SX-1 sample provided for this evaluation was especially good, rivaling or
exceeding some of the offerings from veteran companies. The only imperfections I was able to find
were on the interior portion of the Hyper-S eccentrics. Otherwise, the Predator Brown Deception
riser and black limbs / limb pockets were quite aesthetically pleasing and appeared to have tight
tolerances. The rest of the machined parts were also without blemish.

Grip:
The SX-1 incorporates a two piece “torqueless” grip that, when put to the test, does seem to live up to
the name. What little torque I was able to apply to the bow without gripping the handle like a
baseball bat settled out very quickly and consistently into the proper position after removal. The
portion of the riser that touches your hand has smooth rounded edges that fit nicely. Overall, the grip
is smooth and comfortable.

Draw
w Cycle:
The draw cycle on the SX-1 starts out a bit stiff, but has a good transition for the stacking phase into
the holding phase. After reaching peak draw weight, the draw transitions into the valley with only a
minor “hump” before settling against a solid back wall. Due in no small part to its 34 inch axle-toaxle length, the SX-1 is quite stable at full draw. On average, the SX-1 stores 3.90 ft-lbs. of energy
for each inch that you draw it back.

Sound
d & Vibration:
At the shot, the SX-1 wants to rotate counter-clockwise (if viewed from above) and the bottom of the
bow kicks forward slightly. There is very little jump or “hand shock” but a low amplitude, low
frequency vibration is felt in the handle after the shot. To my ear, the SX-1 seemed to be about
average in sound output from the shooter’s perspective.
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Strother SX-1
Objective
e Test
t Results:
Speed
d / Performance
e Measurements::
Speed measurements are made with four different arrow
weights to determine the average speed of the bow per inch of
Power Stroke. Draw Cycle Efficiency is calculated using the
stored energy and the let-down energy captured in the ForceDraw curve. The stored energy is used further to determine the
average dynamic efficiency of the bow.
Speed per inch of Power Stroke:
Dynamic Efficiency: 85.2%
Draw Cycle Efficiency: 94.7%

13.6

Vibration
n Measurements::
Vibration measurements are made with 4 different arrow weights to
determine the average vibration in 3 dimensions as well as the total
average vibration.
Positive X-Vibration:
Negative X-Vibration:

117.8 g
-123.3 g

Positive Y-Vibration:
Negative Y-Vibration:

153.5 g
-205.5 g

Positive Z-Vibration:
Negative Z-Vibration:

105.8 g
-114.6 g

Total Vibration:

217.5 ga

The addition of the 12 inch B-Stinger Pro Stabilizer with a 14 ounce
weight yielded a reduction of Total Vibration when measured with a
360 grain arrow.

B-Stinger Reduction: 1.2%a

Sound
d Measurements::
Sound measurements were made with four different arrow weights to
determine the average sound output, the average A-Weighted sound
output (mimicking the human ear) and the average C-Weighted sound
output.
Unweighted Sound Output:
A-Weighted Sound Output:
C-Weighted Sound Output:

103.0 dB
85.3 dBA
94.9 dBC
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